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29. Call 7358 17/11/2003 1820hrs
Andrew VEVIAMIN rings Mr Thomas Mr Thomas says he had a meeting with 
Nicola GOBBO today. Mr Thomas says he can't believe what happened to Carl 
today. VENIAMIN says he was with the rats earlier.

30. Call 7727 22/11/2003 _1534hrs ,
Nicola GOBBO rings Thomas] she is in her office invited to attend
there at 1630 hrs. She informs him that Purana has arrested Terrence CHIMIRRI
and that Roberta had rung her and told her that (CHIMIRRI ARRESTED OVER 
A SHOOTING INCIDENT AT LALOR ON 22/11/2003)

31. Call 7734 22/11/2003 1719hrs
L^Ll!?.2!?a®J is with Nicola GOBBO. He rings George WILLIAMS asks on behalf 

of Nicola if Carl WILLIAMS has been allowed to make calls and is told yes. 
George mentions Terrence CHIMIRRI has been arrested and Mr Thomas states 
yeah Nicola told me. George states he is not on the visitor’s list for Carl 
WILLIAMS.Mr Thomas gives George Nicola's office number^^^^^H for Carl. 
Discuss how Carl is only allowed to ring his mum. Nicola then gets on the phone 
to George. Nicola is going to ring up and find out when she can visit herself. She 
advised Theo (MAGAZ1S) to put in the jail order for the purpose of getting him 
on a transport to a closer prison for his bail app. Nicola states she has been 
approved on Mr Andrews phone list. Mr Thomas gets on again asks to be
updated about Terrence.

32. Cali 7771 22/11/2003 1955h
Roberta WILLIAMS calls Mr Thomas Roberta says, Terrence has been arrested. 
He was at the shops and shot at his ex-girlfriends uncle, ^^^^^ohc^aested 
him at Sprayed and battered Terrence. He's
at the hospital now. Roberta says, I can't cope. I'm going to see a psychiatrist 
tomorrow. (CHIMIRRI ARRESTED OVER A SHOOTING INCIDENT AT 
LALOR ON 22/11/2003)

33. Call 7826 23/11/2003 2102hrs^^^^^^H
Mr Thomas, rings Andrew VENIAMIN and tells him that he spoke to him and he 

hasn't got it. Andrew states he doesn't give a fuck. Andrew starts to get upset and 
Mr Thomas states 'NOT ON THE PHONE BRO." Mr Thomas states that the bloke 
hasn't got it and Andrew states that he didn't want to hear that. Andrew states he 
will ring him himself and go and see him. Andrew states that he is sick of this 
bloke. Mr Thomas agajn cautions him about speaking on the phone. Andrew 
states that he doesn't give a fuck about the cocksuckers listening and that he sick 
of all this shit. Mr Thomas wants to catch up with Andrew tomorrow and states 
that he will get somewhere else for him. Andrew states that is not good enough. 
Andrew states that everytime he asks Mr Thomas t0 something for him he 
Mr Thomas mns (Andrew) around like an idiot. Mr Thomas tells him to 
relax for one night and that he will see him in the morning. (TALK B/W 

Mr Thomas AND VENIAMIN ABOUT VENIAMIN NOT GETTING
SOMETHING)
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